Vibration Rods

This document is intended to provide a description of the standard configurations of the rods at their current state of evolution.

The 9X Length Spiral Coil

The 9x length has a total of 10 primary energy nodes and 63 secondary nodes. Because of the high node count, it’s a very energetic device; and wound into the spiral shape this energy is concentrated into a small area. Since the energy radiates from the nodes perpendicular to the length, it will be spread over the entire area providing excellent coverage.

The recommended placement of the coil is over the High Heart Center, essentially over the breastbone halfway between the heart and the throat. In this position the energy will flow out to cover the entire body. The coil can be worn in this position as a pendant on a string around the neck.

The coil can also be used to help with areas of pain anywhere on the body by simply placing it over the area. In many cases some pains have been eliminated or at least reduced in intensity in just a few minutes.

The Pleiadian Template Bead

The Pleiadian Template (PT) bead can be used on any of the Golden Light (GL) lengths, but works especially well on the Spiral coil. The bead adds a second energy frequency and provides a significant boost in the level of energy radiated from the device it’s installed on. The frequency from the bead provides a guideline to the body’s own repair functions to set goals for them to work towards.

9X Coil can be used with or without PL bead.
The Neck Loop Pair

As the name implies this pair of rods is intended to be worn around the neck. Using 2 rods with opposite polarity ends together increases the total energy from the pair. The rod polarity can be determined by dowsing or simply feeling the energy. The positive end will feel stronger! Some people find the pair used together is too intense for them, so separate them and use just one.

The pair also provide a high node count since they are also cut to the 9x length, and the curve of the rods provides excellent coverage for the neck area and the head. Several people have reported that their hair has gotten thicker and less gray. Others have reported what is likely a boost in their thyroid hormone levels, which makes sense since the gland is located in the throat area. Basically an overall feeling of increased physical energy.

These rods come in a general horseshoe shape and should be left in that configuration. When first putting them on it’s a good idea to bend them a little, but the gap between the ends should be left wide enough that they can be slipped on and off without any additional bending. IOW; adjust them for your neck size. The opening is normally in front, and the pair fit comfortably under a shirt collar.
The SBB Coil

This coil is similar to the spiral coil except that it’s bent from a 7x length of material, and has 57 energy nodes. The spiral coil has slight differences in the energy flow direction based on which side is toward the body. The SBB coil with its reversal in the center has one side where the flow direction is predominantly toward the body and the other side where it’s reversed. So there is a slight difference in the effect it has on the body. The SBB coil can establish a very localized flow of energy into and out of the body at a specific location.

In general this difference in the level of flow is minimal for both coils, but it is there and is the reason that there are some slight differences in how they affect the body.

The “Rods of Ra”

The Ra length radiates a different healing energy than the GL length rods. The length came from ancient Egypt, and there are statues showing the Rulers of Egypt holding the rods. Actually back then they were tubes of copper and zinc, and were supposedly filled with various different things to affect the energy that they radiated. The zinc tube was held in the left hand as an energy source, and the copper was held in the right hand to draw the energy. The arms were normally crossed over the chest so the energy would move around in a circle to pass repeatedly through the body.

We've chosen to replace the zinc with aluminum in our implementation, but the effect is the same. The energy flows through the upper torso and the arms and vibrates up that area to facilitate healing.
The copper rod can also be used to draw the energy from any of the rods through the body wherever it’s wanted. The flow direction should always be down, so the most common way to use the rod would be either in the hands or around the feet. The energy source, any of the other rods, should always be above the copper rod. In this way we’re boosting the normal energy flow through the body and not working against it.

The “Rods of Ra”

The Short Rods

There are 3 lengths in the short rods, but there are major differences in the node counts along them:

The 7/8X has 57 energy nodes, the 1X has 9 energy nodes, and the 9/8X has 63 energy nodes.

Just based on node count the smaller and larger rods are definitely more intense to feel and use, while the 1X length is more gentle and soothing.

These lengths have been used in a lot of ways. Mostly to provide localized pain relief. One of the ways is to stimulate the brain directly. For this they can be attached to a simple elastic sweat band, or to the sweatband in a hat. Most commonly aligned over the ears.

You can sit on one of them to deal with Hemorrhoids or prostate issues, or boost testosterone production. They would even likely help with ED. One placed over the pancreas might very well help with insulin production. Several of them inserted into some sort of cloth tube could be fastened around a wrist or ankle. I’ve personally used one taped to my shoulder to relieve the pain associated with a torn rotator cuff. The uses of the short rods are really only limited by our imaginations.
The Water Charger

The water charger is a tuned length of copper designed to be placed around a drinking glass. The charge does not remain in the water for much time, so there would little point to charging up a larger volume of water. Drinking the water will briefly transfer the charge to the water in the body, and we think the change in charge in the body is beneficial.
The Lyme Disease Kit

This kit is composed of the standard 9X GL spiral coil, A Lyme length bead, A smaller Stainless steel K1 coil, and the Rectum Vibration rod..

The **Lyme Bead** sets up a vibration to drive the parasites toward the center of the body, and into the gastrointestinal tract so they can be passed out of the body through the normal elimination process. The bead is placed on the Larger coil which is worn high on the chest to send the Lyme vibration throughout the body.

The **K1 Coil** is used to vibrate up the K1 meridian and support the kidneys. It’s placed under the center of the foot, just behind the ball of the foot on the meridian. Recommended exposure time is around 15 minutes twice per day.

The **Rectum Vibration Rod** is used to keep the bowels open and moving. Especially useful to help in passing the parasites, but can be used for any constipation problems. Using it is simply a matter of sitting on it, until the stool is loosened and moving.
General Notes on using the Rods

The longer aluminum rods are relatively easy to bend, but repeated bending and unbending is a bad idea because each time it’s done the length increases slightly. The length needs to remain within a relatively narrow range to work, and anything that increase the length will stretch them out of this range.

Long term direct exposure of aluminum to the skin is also a bad idea. Aluminum ions will migrate through the skin over time. This could get to be a problem, so it’s best to limit this exposure. Wear the rods over clothing, slip them into cloth sleeves, or even coat them with something like fingernail polish to avoid this problem.

We tend to use the word “heal” a lot. I don’t personally think the rods heal anything. What they do is increase the effectiveness of the body’s own healing and disease fighting mechanisms which really do the healing. This natural approach to healing is one of the most appealing reasons I can find to recommend them to others. No harsh side effects, because it’s all natural. The energy from the rods is directly absorbed by our own cells to make them more productive.

A good example of this is what happens when a rod is placed near a particular gland. In a relatively short period of time the effects of increased production can be felt in the body. This seems to be true particularly in the case of the thyroid gland. I think the thyroid gland in a lot of people is very sluggish because of poor nutrition and exposure to toxins in general. This causes things like CFS, Fibromyalgia, etc. The energy from the rods seems to quickly boost the glands production and there will be a short period of feeling very energized. But then the body’s own hormone regulating system kicks in and tells the gland to slow down a bit. So what we have is a gland that was pumping continuously and not ever managing to produce enough of the hormone to satisfy the body’s needs and all of a sudden it’s producing more than the body needs and has to be told to back off. Now the gland can begin to work in conjunction with the built in regulating system and operate at a level a little below it’s maximum capacity and still maintain proper levels in the body.

Most of the glands in the endocrine system work in similar ways, and we’ve had feedback on other glands as well. I just happen to know more about the thyroid gland from personal experience.

Please remember that this is my interpretation based on reports from people using the rods. None of it is backed up by clinical tests.
Appendix 1 - Lengths and Materials

Gl Lengths mentioned in this document:

7/8x - 42.175mm
1x - 48.2mm
9/8x - 54.225mm
7x - 337.36mm
9x - 433.755mm

GL rods are normally made of bare solid 4 gauge aluminum wire.

The Ra Rods are cut to a length of 150mm and made of aluminum and copper

The Pt Bead is cut from a 1/4” ID brass bushing cut to a length of 8.53mm

The Lyme Bead is cut from a 1/4” ID Brass bushing cut to a length of 18.52mm

The Water Charging Crescent is 4 gauge copper wire cut to a length of 90.4mm

The Rectum Vibration Rod is 4 gauge copper wire cut to a length of 73.27mm

The K1 Coil is made from Stainless steel welding wire with a length of 113.223mm
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